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Lydian Italic 

24 Lydian Italic is full of action and eminently 

readable in mass. Basically a display face, it 

combines to good effect with most modern 

36 sans serifs, Bulmer, and Gar am 
ond Bold. Labels, greetings, and 
announcements sparkle with g 

Lydian 

36 ~ crisp, modern rendition 
of the classic Greek letter 

4s forms, Lydian injects 
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Garamond 
10 The sharper, lighter, more open letters Claude Garamond designed in France early ,in the sixteen 

12 th century represent the :final departure in type design from the humanistic letters Jen 

14 son, Griffo and Arrighi presented. Classic grace, freedom of design, and qui 

1s . et dignity, co~bined with easy readability, make Garamond 

24 one of the most valuable advertising types. Re 

30 cent cuttings include Linotype Granjo 

36 n, named for a pupil of Garam 
42 
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Garamond Italic 

18 Garamond Italic and· Garamond Bold round out. a type family 

which has earned a place beside Caston and Bodoni as a necessity 

in good printing establishments. Garamond is a rrTiffany" face1 

suggesting quality and distinction; the italics are truly exquisite 

24 Parisiennes, almost fragile in appearance, eccentric, 

and lively. They must not be over-used. Typograph 

ers save them for the rare occasions when Garamond 

36 demands emphasis- and aaion from 

a completely sympathetic italic, when 

the mood is definitely feminine and 

hints subtly of affectation. Books set 

IN GARAMOND·· GAIN RE 



Caslon Bold 
1 0 William Caslon cut his first roman in London in 1722, and descendents of his 

12 original Caston Old Face have remained among the leaders of popul 

14 ar types ever since, with the exception of a short period 

ts around 1800 when Bodoni's modern roman 

24 took the world by storm. You are 

30 reading a modernized bold 
36 version of the face Cas 
42 Ion designed. The b 
48 OLD RETAINS 

Caslon Bold Italic 
14 Caslon Bold Italic is an exceptionally broad face for 

18 a sloping letterand seems to have been· so 

24 designed purposely~ since there 

30 are availp,ble a number of 
36 condensed Caslon Ital 



Caston Bold Condensed 
14 Caslon Bold Condensed presents an excellent indication of the vari 

ety of faces availabl.e within the Caston family .... a variety which m 

18 akes feasible the printer's maxim: "When in doubt, use 
Caslon." Slim letters which fit exceptionally close togeth 

24 er make narrow measures attractive and easy 
to read. This modernized, condensed off spring 

30 displays many of the advantages of 
Caslon's original Old Face--strength-

36 with grace, straightforward s 
implicity, sturdiness, honesty 

42 An excellent face for the 
body of an institutional a 

48 dvertisement, it has a 
DEFINITE MASCU 



New Caslon 

10 Only slightly lighter in color than Caslon Bold, and with considerably greater round 

ness, New Caslon is one of the most striking publicity display faces in use today. · 
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New Caslon is another twentidh·century version of the original face de 

signed by William Caslon in the earJy eighteenth century. It is distin 

guished from Caslon Bold by the higher position of the tail 

on the upper loop of the lower-case g, by lighter, sharper se 

rifs, a more graceful lower-case e and generally 

greater contrast between thick and 

thin strokes. Brightness, spark 

le, clarity and interest shi 

ne frolll N evv Caslon 
pages, enhancing 
its Old· Style char 
ACTERISTI CS 



New Caslon Italic 

14 New Caslon Italic might be used interchangeably with Caslon 

Bold Italic, in work that demands a more condensed but still ex 

18 treme/y legible letter. The contrast and color which 

typographers find so attractive in newer cuttings sh 

21 owed definitely in Caslon 's original des 

igns and marks a step in the eighteenth-

30 century trend which culminated 

in the Modern Roman of Giamb 

36 attista Bodoni. You will find 

a suitable Caslon face for 

12 practicalls every typog 

48 RAPHIC NEED 



Cooper Black 

18 Os-w-ald Cooper designed this unusual 

display laee in 1912,to satisfy a de1nand 

, lor a readable lace ol high color "W'hich 

z4 met all the standards ol the 

old style tradition. Rand let 

TERING NOW RELEGATES 

COOPER TO MARKET ADV, 

Century Italic With Display 

oo Century has ma 
72 de a million h 
eadlines in th 



Bulmer Roman 

12 Bulmer is a clean-cut modern roman face which combines the precision of Badoni 

14 with the readability of Scotch or Baskerville. Since the war it has become 

one of the most-used advertising body faces; too light for most headlines, 

Bodoni Bold Italic 

18 Long descenders and ascenders put plenty of white 

so space into allBodoni pages. Italic 

42 sparkles, clear.& .refined 
Bodoni Bold 

12 Giambattista Bodoni precipitated a typographical revolution when he per 

18 f ected this modern roman face about 1785. Better 

24 paper and inks inade practical the repro 

36 duction of his hairline serifs 
. I 

48 and pages so f orlllal 
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Century Oldstyle 

18 The first words you ever read were very probably 

set in a Century face. Extremely legible, durable, 

and practical, Century designs remain among the 

18 Caslon Openface--fancy, feminine, delicate-,_is not 

30 an iUllfhenfic Caslon faceo Three 

12 

DIMENSIONAL OUTL 

Stymie Light 
The Stymie Family, typical of the dozen-or-so square serif faces which came 

into vogue in the 1930s, is a modem, functional redesign of the unlovely 

14 . Egyptian slab serifs which did so much to make typography 

18 

24 

42 

a nightmare throughout the Victorian period.. Square serif 

faces are popular tod~y in newspaper headlines 
and in advertisements in which the appeals are 

technical or mechanical. This sample is 

an extremely light ve 
. RSI ON OF STYMIE 



Bernhard Gothic Medium 
10 Bernhard Gothic is one of the beHer designs of the new sans serif face which Jacob ~rbar 

originated when he cut: Erbar Groteske in Germany in 1926. Geometric curves and angles, with 

12 equal weight: in all strokes, characterize most: sans serifs; Bernhard Gothic shows more 

individuality, seems more t:he product: of a humanistic hand. Its clear, open letters make 

14 it: excellent for use in dynamic layout:s which express the functionalism 

that best: advertises scientific or mechanical products -- lenses, cameras 

18 

24 

36 

48 

microscopes, watches, machine tools. The square· serifs 

combine well with Bernhard to produce even 

more rugged layouts, but great 

VAR I ETY WITl-l 1 N 
Bernhard Gothic Italic 

18 Bernhard accentuates the informality of slanting letters 

Jo in his italic by curving his ascenders 

112 and cutting other strokes 

NOT SO UNIFORM 
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Franklin Gothic Extra Condensed 

24 This excellent block letter stands up well against 

modem sans serif competition for readability, co 

48 lor, and close-knit texture · 
It is a superior face for 

72 DISPLAY HEADS 
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Onyx 
36 High visibility and surprising legibility com 

bine in Onyx to produce a strong fem in 

72 ine appeal; sharp, mod 
ern and ultrauondensed 
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